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Please do not use any cleaning agents other 
than water or special acrylic care products.
Many other cleaning agents contain solvents,
which can damage the acrylic glass.

Cleaning instructions :

MPIN7 -4 x Long Magnetic Pin 7mm shaft length 

MPIN4 Short Magnetic Pin 4mm shaft length -4 x  

Long and short magnetic pins  have inverse magnetic 

polarity to snap together at the shafts.
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Now place the black centre part with the cut-outs on
top of your transparent fronz-panel and centre panel.  
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Place the long magnetic pins on a flat surface with
their shafts pointing up. Align them like the holes 
in the transparent  front-/back panel.  

Now put the front-panel on the magnetic pins. 
Place the centre part on top as indicated.  
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All acrylic parts are coated with a protective foil on
BOTH sides. This foil has to be removed before the 
assembly. We suggest to have a microfiber cloth  
ready to clean the surface, if neccessary.  

Place your coin inside the cut-out in the black    
centre part.    

Slot the frame-stand into the back-panel of the 
frame, as indicated. Make sure that countersunk
side of the back-panel is opposite to the frame-
stand.

Now connect the frame-stand with the back-panel
using the small M2.5 countersunk screws and 
hexagon nuts.

Please fasten the screw only lightly.

Place the back-panel with the attached frame-stand
on top of the front-panel and centre part.

Finally use the short magnetic pins to establish a 
tight connection between all parts of the frame.


